How to be an Ally

Ally = Action

Being an ally means standing with people who need your help and support. It isn't just saying "I'm not racist, homophobic etc.", it means acting when witnessing injustice.

Own your privilege

This isn't about dismissing your own issues and hardships; we all have our struggles. Being privileged doesn't mean you are a bad or ignorant person, it just means that you may have different tools accessible to you that others may not. You can use these tools to champion people who need it. This is a good thing!

You don't have to understand, but you should respect

The world can feel confusing at times and you may feel stressed about doing the right thing. Those feelings are completely understandable. Remind yourself that people genuinely appreciate being listened to and respected. If you can commit to that, you're on the right track.

Don't be Afraid to Say the Wrong Thing

You will make mistakes and may accidentally offend people as you learn, but it's ok. Apologise and be patient with yourself (and others). Remain Calm: As an ally, it can be upsetting to witness blatant disrespect and prejudice. To issue the best defence, avoid being condescending when trying to get your point across. Understand the difference between speaking up and speaking for.

Educate Yourself

Avoid generalisations and stereotypes as much as possible. There is no one experience that perfectly represents neurodiversity, disability, race etc., so the more perspectives you can get, the better! Scan the QR Code to check out our student-made masterdoc with loads of recommendations and resources - find among them a new favourite movie/book/artist and more!